Can neuroimaging inform economic theories of decision making?

Abstract: Neuroimaging has grown in prominence with the popularization of relatively inexpensive and noninvasive techniques. The popular conception of neuroimaging is that it can finely describe a person’s internal states and proclivities, providing veridical evidence in real-world situations, such as criminal trials, or in predicting consumer behavior. However, the scientific reality is far from this ideal; current neuroimaging techniques lack the precision to predict specific behaviors or preferences. Nonetheless, these techniques still possess considerable utility in describing forms of cognition that are recruited during decision making, such as an individual’s tendency to focus on risk or reward. Such investigations can inform economic theory by characterizing contextual influences in decision making, revealing sources of bias in how value is appraised, generating new research hypotheses, and eventually leading to a more complete theory of human behavior. This review paper summarizes recent research that advances our understanding of the neural networks underlying decision making and outlines the strengths and limitations of current neuroimaging analysis techniques for informing neuroeconomic theory.
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Introduction
Functional neuroimaging attempts to relate brain activity to cognition and behavior. In the past decade, the emergence of more widespread access to neuroimaging technologies and analytic methods has led to the advent of neuroeconomics, a discipline dedicated to uncovering the myriad perceptual and motivational mechanisms underlying consumer choice. Generally employing “game-like” decision-making scenarios, researchers have attempted to integrate neural, physiological, and qualitative data into a single complex model of decision making. In recent years such research has advanced our understanding of how the brain represents several processes critical to economic decisions, such as the expectation of reward, the attribution of preference or avoidance attitudes, and the weighing of future utility against short-term hedonic gratification. A major strength of this approach is derived from economics’ focus on relating brain activity to mathematically modeled behavioral predictions, yielding strong hypotheses for the detection of related neural activity. Yet while it is clear that economic paradigms have been successfully translated into neuroimaging domains, it is less clear how such research reciprocally informs economic theory.

This paper reviews whether current neuroimaging techniques can inform economically relevant cognition and behavior, beginning by addressing skeptical views of neuroeconomics’ potential to contribute to economics, a science concerned more with the prediction of behavior than underlying cognitive processes, and arguing that some
of these criticisms are justified: it is unlikely that this nascent field will soon aid in the measurement of consumer behavior as functional brain activity has not yet been shown to reliably predict individual decisions. However, neuroeconomics does not need to predict individual choices to have utility; its potential lies in broadening the scope of economic inquiry, identifying mechanisms of decision making that generate novel empirical hypotheses. In this respect neuroimaging has already made progress by identifying distinct neural connectivity systems associated with decision making, each responsible for a different information process. The association of particular information processing networks with a given decision-making context has the potential to inform new theoretical models and empirical studies. Following a discussion of how such contextual modeling can substantively contribute to economic theory, the paper concludes with a discussion of the potential future directions and potential of the field.

It’s economics – why bother with brains?

While the “hows” and “whys” of decision making are of great interest to psychologists and philosophers, economists are more interested with outcomes, ie, “what” decision will be made within a given context. Critics of the neuroeconomic movement argue that since economic decisions are already observable through behavior, there is nothing to gain by studying brain mechanisms.\(^7\) For example, if a person chose product A over product B, why does it matter what parts of the brain were active? The traditional economist can argue that all the important information is already available – the product characteristics and the consumer choice – so why not simply “cut out the middle man” and rely upon behavioral experiments to study the factors influencing economic decisions?

Three responses are readily available to address questions of neuroimaging’s utility. First, neuroimaging may offer greater fidelity than measures relying upon self-report. In an experimental context, demand characteristics and participants’ knowledge of their own evaluation may sometimes mask true response patterns. By measuring brain activity, researchers hope to bypass the problems inherent to conventional market testing, such as bias in focus groups or a lack of consumer insight into the true mechanisms of choice; such insight can inform both product development and subsequent marketing strategies.\(^8\) From an observational perspective, neuroimaging provides a unique source of information that may be relatively free from bias or demand characteristics.

The second response is that there are substantial information processes represented in the brain that determine economic decision making that are not easily observed through behavioral research methods. Recent experiments using transmagnetic stimulation to modulate brain activity demonstrate a causal connection between such stimulation and a person’s valuation of goods, levels of self-interest, and even willingness to cheat trading partners.\(^9\) These studies confirm a causal relationship between brain activity and economic choice, above and beyond environmental factors, that merits investigation in a complete model of human behavior. So from an epistemological perspective, neuroimaging can provide access to cognitive processes determining economic behavior that are only the subject of conjecture in strictly behavioral approaches.

The third response is that neuroimaging has potential to discover new and important factors that contribute to economic theory. By characterizing and distinguishing between information processing pathways in the brain, neuroimaging may reveal fundamental principles of decision making that may not have been considered relevant in traditional economic research. For example, imaging techniques may help to explain how decision making changes under particular contexts, such as physical environment, mood, or a person’s cultural background. Such contexts may transcend accounts of universally rational actors to explain why different people perceive value differently. From a scientific perspective, the modeling of how these different contextual factors influence decision making is important for making realistic predictions of behavior.

For example, let us consider a recent study that examined the effects of sleep deprivation on economic decision making.\(^10\) Following a night of sleep deprivation, participants were more likely to make risky decisions promoting low frequency rewards rather than maximizing the consistency of rewards. This behavioral finding may be interesting but is of little value to most firms, who cannot induce consumer sleep deprivation. On the other hand, knowing how sleep deprivation creates a perceptual context where reward immediacy is valued more than reward consistency might be of great value and generalizability. Firms could use such information to maximize the perception of value in marketing their products either by trying to shape the context in which the audience perceives the message or by predicting the audience’s context and shaping the message to emphasize short-term gains or long-term consistency as is appropriate. The neural mechanisms of this sleep-deprivation effect and their economic implications will be discussed further below following a brief review of the neural circuits involved.
Neural circuitry of decision making
An understanding of the basic neuroscientific theory underlying decision making is relevant to make these discussions of information processes concrete. This discussion focuses on the brain networks that seem critical to decision making and the evaluation of value, detailing how they work together to represent value, determine habitual behavior, and modify such habits to adaptively to account for “bottom-up” motivational relevance and “top-down” regulatory control.

Over the past decade, there have been substantial advances in our understanding of these intrinsically connected brain networks. These networks were first identified by the reliable correlation between their constituent components, specific parts of the brain whose activation levels tend to move together. Since then, progress has been made in relating these networks to particular types of cognitive processes. Complex decision making is no longer thought to be represented by activity in a particular brain area. Instead, decision making is more likely a distributed process influenced by multiple networks representing competing contextual influences.

Understanding the types of factors that compete to represent decision value can therefore benefit from a review of the major networks associated with decision making.

The reward network
The reward network is chief among the neural systems thought to drive decision making. The reward network is characterized as the primary system for the integration and representation of value information, chiefly characterized of interactions between the striatum and the prefrontal cortex (PFC). The distinction between these two broad regions is one of conditioned reward responses in the striatum and conceptual evaluation of value in the PFC. For example, one classic study documented that anticipation of gains in a reward-learning paradigm activates a region within the striatum known as the nucleus accumbens (NAc), and the magnitude of NAc activity correlates with reported excitement at the prospect of winning. Thus, the NAc signal represents the conditioned association between stimulus and reward, including the feelings of pleasure associated with that reward. In the same study the neural regions that responded to reward or loss outcomes rather than expectations were coded in the medial PFC (MPFC). The MFPC signal may represent the online evaluation of information, deriving reward value from the many properties that are present in a given attentional object. Supporting this view, MPFC activation has been associated with greater product preference across a wide variety of targets, including cars, beverages, and food.

Extending the reward network theory, the ventral PFC bridging region known as the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is anatomically poised to integrate MPFC preference knowledge with striatum value prediction. The OFC appears to hold online the conceptual value of an attended object or action, acting as a value “accountant.” Prior to its focus in neuroeconomic research, the OFC was hypothesized to act as a “somatic

Figure 1 A summary of the three major networks associated with decision making.
Note: The reward network is shown in green, the salience network in blue, and the executive network in violet.
Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; MPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; pPAR, posterior parietal cortex.
marker” region, serving as a cognitive proxy for visceral rewarding and aversive reactions to attentional objects. The somatic marker allows for rapid simulation of evaluative responses to imagined outcomes rather than requiring a physiological response from the body. In this way the OFC represents a region of abstract value information, distinct from behavioral associations or personal relevance. Empirical research has successfully characterized the OFC as coding for differences between the perceived value of goods, rather than subsequent choices that are instead linked to the dorsal striatum and supplementary motor cortex.

In recent years the theory of OFC value representation has grown in complexity. Emerging research suggests considerable heterogeneity within the OFC regarding how specific types of value are represented. For instance, object values have been associated with the medial OFC compared to decision values with more lateral OFC and reward integration within the NAc. Additional distinctions have emerged along the OFC’s anterior–posterior axis, linking object value to the anterior OFC and decision value to more posterior OFC nearer to the reward-integrating striatum. Such findings suggest that different parts of the OFC may relate to different types of value calculations. In a study by Smith et al., more abstract financial reward value was represented in more anterior prefrontal regions than social rewards such as attractiveness, which had more direct impact on striatum activity, suggesting that physical distance from the striatum may be associated with the abstractness in value of the object under consideration. The idea of more anterior OFC performing more abstract value coding is supported by another study in which participants’ more posterior OFC regions tracked actual reward outcomes from a chosen target, while the more anterior frontopolar regions represented the value of other targets that could have been chosen, indicating potential rather than actually obtained values. Such distinctions could be used to understand whether a product is being evaluated for its concrete, immediate value or for its more conceptual, longitudinal benefits. These OFC distinctions can also be used to explore individual differences in the tendency to think about broader abstract versus more concrete hedonic values to motivate behavior.

While dissociations between reward network regions are informative, it is important to remember that the network hypothesis is so named because individual network regions do not operate in isolation. In making decisions, the striatum and PFC are often coactivated, regardless of whether the decision is visceral or based on a more strategic analysis of the consequences of one’s decisions. The striatum and PFC are also recruited under both estimable risks and unpredictable decision-making situations, so activation of this network is not constrained by factual evidence of reward but perhaps by imagined value as well. The finding that reward network activity may extend to imagined cues suggests that the interpretive context that an individual brings to the decision-making process may powerfully modulate the tuning of this network. Simply put, context determines what is considered rewarding. This idea is borne out in several recent studies in which health cues activated conceptual regulatory regions in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and altered the reward representations of different foods in the OFC, shifting reward-related activity to healthier rather than more appetitive food choices.

Although there are many contextual variables to include when modeling the inputs to reward network activity, one encouraging finding in neuroeconomic research is that explicit consumer choice is not required for the neural representation of value. Critically, neural responses to even unattended products appear to predict subsequent consumer choices, suggesting that the encoding of value in the brain may be habitual and automatic. If such findings can be refined to more accurately predict consumer choice, it will be possible to bypass many cognitive biases borne from social desirability or poor participant insight, directly mapping the building blocks of valuation that determine behavior.

The need for multiple networks
While the characterization of reward networks informs our understanding of value appraisal in decision making, consideration of contextual variables that frame these appraisals are needed to account for the breadth and flexibility of human motivation (Figure 1). Modeling motivational context requires understanding the regulation of the reward network, which may require the recruitment of a broader expanse of cortical and subcortical regions. For example, the general property of NAc activity to increase with anticipated rewards and decrease with anticipated losses only holds for certain outcomes. When uncertainty is involved, the magnitude of potential gains and losses predicts NAc activity. This finding supports the notion that under conditions of uncertainty or ambivalence, the NAc may represent a general motivational salience indicator that prompts involvement of broader prefrontal cortical networks. The multifaceted role for the NAc in representing reward has led many researchers to postulate that human decision making must be based upon multiple interacting neural systems.

The salience network
Just as individual regions of the reward network do not operate in isolation, it is also the case that the reward network is just one of many competing networks for integration of environmental information and the direction of behavior.
A second major network, which relies upon the insula and anterior cingulate, has been argued to represent the motivational salience of events. Anterior insula activity appears to track emotionally salient, and particularly aversive, events, although more recent evidence suggests that the anterior insula may represent anticipation of a contextually salient stimulus regardless of valence. Increasingly, the salience network appears to be important for adaptively integrating social and environmental cues in order to make appropriate choices; clinical disorders associated with poor social and economic decision making are associated with disruptions to salience network integrity. While dysfunction of the salience network is unlikely to be as pronounced in healthy individuals, activity in this network has the potential to reveal individual differences in relevant decision-making capacities, such as risk sensitivity and the ability to predict social and emotional consequences to behavior.

When studied together, both the reward and salience networks have important roles to play in determining individuals’ choices. Whereas the reward network represents the value or utility of the choice, salience relates to how easily that choice captures attention and generates arousal. Together, the coactivation of these networks may powerfully motivate action. The interplay between these networks has begun to be explored experimentally, wherein both valuation and saliency have been shown to drive activation in the ventral striatum. Despite this common activation, value attribution appears to uniquely recruit the PFC and rostral and posterior cingulate cortex, while salience attribution appears to uniquely recruit the dorsal anterior cingulate, supplementary motor area, insula, and motor cortex. Thus, an additional contribution of current neuroeconomic research to contemporary decision-making theory is that both valuation and saliency properties are important considerations in understanding human behavior rather than appealing to a unitary construct of value alone. One role for these two networks may be to compete to determine the style by which a person pursues reward. In one reward-learning paradigm, the salience network was activated more strongly when switching to risk-avoidant strategies, whereas NAc activity was better associated with switching to risk-seeking strategies. The explanation for these networks is not as simple as pitting approach against aversion but one of adaptive behavior regulation over time. More immediate gratification choices are associated with reward network activation, whereas selecting longer delays over shorter delays is associated with salience network activity.

The finding that a longstanding research paradigm, such as temporal discounting, may be driven by distinct networks for reward and motivation calculation is important for economic theory because it implies that decision making may be impacted in two fundamentally distinct ways. Increasing, the perceived value of a reward (irrespective of its temporal availability) should actually serve to promote the short-term gratification system, whereas increasing considerations of motivation and personal benefit should activate the long-term salience network. The generation of testable hypotheses for informing economic theory is one major benefit of the neuroimaging approach.

The executive network
One might be surprised by this description of the two major networks in decision making because neither of these networks is particularly linked to rational economics, featuring conceptual analysis or logical comparison of decision features and outcomes. The prevalence of habitual reward and emotional motivation networks in determining decisions is perhaps disconcerting to economists who wish to start from an axiom of rationality in predicting human behavior. On the other hand, this is not to say that reason and cognitive judgment are not also called into play when given the appropriate context. In ambiguous situations where reward values have not already been associated with a stimulus or behavior, a great deal of cognitive evaluation occurs, recruiting a network of brain regions chiefly characterized by the lateral PFC, which activates most strongly for participants who are risk averse. Conversely, for participants who prefer risk, posterior parietal cortex activation has been observed. These functionally connected frontoparietal regions have been implicated in a variety of tasks of cognitive control or the voluntary direction of attention, leading to their designation as the brain’s executive network.

These lateral cortical regions are critical for top-down regulation of value appraisal, such as the example discussed above of attempting to eat what is healthy instead of just what tastes good. In this study, it was the influence of the executive network that was argued to modulate reward network responsiveness. Examining the conditions that both support and undermine executive network control over reward and salience network processing may be critical for understanding how and when seemingly rational actors fall victim to habit or emotional persuasion and conversely may also help to determine how best to strengthen the influence of reason in effecting change in consumer behavior.

Additional networks
In addition to the reward, salience, and executive networks, there are likely many more neural systems relevant to decision making that have yet to be well-characterized. For example,
the choice of exactly how to act to achieve a selected object or goal may involve a third network for the “how” of achieving goals, recruiting a combination of supplementary motor areas and inferior parietal sulcus.\textsuperscript{44} Extending beyond even networks for physical action, real-world context often constrains decision making in unanticipated ways that cannot be captured with the networks discussed so far. For instance, practical considerations often take precedence over even the most refined calculus between alternatives, such as how to get to the desired object, whether it can be transported safely, and whether it is socially permissible to attempt to acquire it. Identifying how such networks represent contextual information and serve to reinforce or constrain behavior may further inform economic theory and help to generate testable research hypotheses.

One example of a well-established network whose role in decision making is likely important but unclear is the default mode network (DMN). The DMN consists of a set of correlated brain regions that are deactivated by attentionally demanding tasks.\textsuperscript{45} Comprised of the posterior cingulate cortex, pericuneus, ventromedial PFC, medial temporal lobe, and inferior parietal cortex, the DMN has not been directly linked to economic decision making, although the ability to deactivate the DMN appears very important for the efficient direction of attention. In patients with traumatic brain injury, for example, DMN hyperactivity predicts attention deficits.\textsuperscript{46} The salience network appears to be particularly important for disengaging the DMN when attention-demanding decisions are required; degradation of salience network white matter predicts failures in DMN disengagement following traumatic brain injury.\textsuperscript{47} The specific function of the DMN is still under debate, but its deactivation could potentially be used as a fruitful index of a person’s attentional engagement in the context of a decision-making task. Conversely, high levels of DMN activity have been linked to mind wandering\textsuperscript{48} and conceptually elaborated self-referential thought.\textsuperscript{49} DMN activity may therefore indicate a self-centered rather than task-centered focus; it has also been theorized that disruptions to DMN activity may disrupt assessments of an object or a decision’s self-relevance,\textsuperscript{50} leading to poor goal setting in unconstrained decision-making contexts. More specific research will be required to demonstrate the applicability of these theories to economic decision making. The DMN does, however, provide the promise of integrating higher order goals and values into a decision-making context.

**Generating theories of contextually bounded decision making**

Armed with this growing understanding of neural systems supporting decision making, we may return to the earlier example of sleep deprivation changing the criteria for value, which contained the acquisition of neuroimaging data to complement its behavioral findings.\textsuperscript{10} Following sleep deprivation, participants demonstrated reduced anterior insula activation and increased ventromedial PFC activation; the magnitude of these changes then predicted the tendency to make risky decisions. Ventromedial PFC damage appears to generally impair consistency in decision making, regardless of the certainty of decision outcomes.\textsuperscript{51} Increased activity in this region following sleep deprivation may therefore reflect greater difficulty in stably representing alternative decision values following sleep deprivation. By considering brain network evidence, a greater context is given to the study’s behavioral findings. Sleep deprivation appears to increase sensitivity to immediate gains by decreasing processing efficiency in the reward network, while reducing sensitivity to potential losses in the motivational salience network.

In the sleep deprivation study, the increased endorsement of short-term reward following sleep deprivation was observable from behavioral research alone.\textsuperscript{51} However, the broader implication, that there may be two competing systems for managing risk and reward in the brain, changes the paradigm for marketing and product development. In designing a product and subsequent marketing, determining which of these systems will be relied upon to determine a product’s value is an important consideration. Questions of personality are ultimately addressable through behavioral research, such as measuring whether risk-averse or risk-seeking individuals are more likely to endorse a given product or advertisement. However, the generation of these research hypotheses stems from the neuroimaging finding of a link between sleep deprivation and two competing brain systems managing risk tolerance, an insight that is unlikely to have arisen from the behavioral evidence alone.

In addition to changing the way that firms design and market their products, neuroimaging also has the potential to advance decision-making theory and fuel further empirical research. In another study researchers asked participants to choose a target product when confronted with pairs of similar product brands.\textsuperscript{52} High levels of executive network activity were observable during decision making of branded products when the target was not the participant’s preferred brand. On the other hand, when the target was the participant’s favorite brand, participants showed reduced executive network activity but increased activation of the reward network, suggesting that selecting one’s preferred brand had become a habitual emotionally driven form of decision making rather than cognitive comparison or elaboration. Such results speak
directly toward a divergent economic theory for maintaining brand loyalty versus attracting new customers; maintenance of brand loyalty may be more likely in situations when a person does not engage in conceptual evaluative thinking, whereas switching to a nonpreferred brand may be more likely to occur when a person is put into an analytic mode, weighing the pros and cons of their purchasing decisions. In this way, the neuroimaging findings move beyond a purely rational description of the actor to describe the mental context in which different types of decisions will be made. Whether or not such hypotheses will bear fruit is an empirical question, one that stems from an analysis of the neuroimaging data. While undoubtedly economists take their research inspiration from a variety of sources, this does not discount the value of looking into neuroeconomic approaches as another source of inspiration.

What about predicting specific decisions?

Despite potential theoretical applications afforded by a growing understanding of the basic mechanisms of choice, for many the true allure of neuroimaging lies in predicting specific decisions. One promising field of research in predicting human behavior from brain activity involves machine learning algorithms that learn to classify brain activity patterns to predict specific decisions. Thus far, pattern classification techniques have shown that brain information can improve prediction of what type of visual stimulus is being observed, or in distinguishing between specific gestures. These pattern-classification techniques, most notably multi-voxel pattern analysis, have the advantage of searching through the brain in an unbiased way to provide the best evidence of a distinction based on neural activity information. On the other hand, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that in almost all cases, pattern classification accuracy is only modestly greater than chance. It is unlikely that marketers and firms will want to trust a prediction algorithm that is only 60% accurate, or in distinguishing between specific gestures. These results highlight the importance of validating the use of pattern classification techniques.

The limitations of current techniques are apparent when one considers even the recent sophisticated neuroimaging research efforts. For example, one recent study incorporated insights about competing reward and salience networks and attempted to integrate this information in a predictive model of decision making. In this study, it was simultaneously demonstrated that object preference was encoded by the NAc, value disparity between willingness to pay and price was encoded in the MPFC, and purchasing was correlated with bilaterally deactivated salience network hubs in the insula. All of these observations were used in a pattern classification analysis to attempt to improve upon participants’ reported preferences, a much easier measure to collect. Reported preferences could account for 53% of purchase decisions. Brain activation patterns did account for purchases above and beyond self-reported preferences but only improved prediction of purchases by 0.05%. Another recent study looked at simplified decision learning between two arbitrary stimuli and was able to show greater performance, around 60% accuracy. While additional decision-making information appears to exist within the brain signal, our current ability to extract it to make a practical difference is clearly still limited.

On the other hand, these first fledgling steps need not promote a sense of despondence and pessimism. Temporal and spatial resolution in neuroimaging will likely improve over time, and even now there are many things that we can do to improve predictive efficacy. One important factor to consider when attempting to use neural activity to predict behavior is that people differ in their motivational context and these differences may add considerable noise to the data. Take for example the idea that people vary greatly in their risk-taking tendencies. In one study, dorsal MPFC activity was recruited when participants engaged in risky decisions, but the magnitude of this activation was predicted by risk aversion. However, ventral MPFC activity was modulated by actual gains, and the magnitude of this modulation was correlated with higher levels of risk tolerance. Thus, for someone strongly risk avoidant, dorsal prefrontal regions associated with cognitive control and vigilance are likely to serve as an indicator of a cautious willingness to take risks. For someone who is use to taking risk, however, such monitoring activity is less likely to be diagnostic of a risky decision; instead the magnitude of the ventral reward signal itself is a better predictor of behavior. If these important individual differences in personality can be identified and validated, there is every indication that knowing how to model brain activity for different types of people will improve predictive power.

The limits of functional magnetic resonance imaging

While this review supports the potential for functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to inform our understanding of functional brain mechanisms, it is important to remember that the technology still has many limitations. While fMRI
allows us to look at broad patterns of brain activity using blood deoxygenation as a proxy for metabolism, not all information about brain function is reflected in such gross measures.\textsuperscript{46} For example, a measurement of hand metabolism may give insight into the difference between working as a concert piano player or construction worker; a construction worker most likely shows broader coordinated muscle contraction, whereas the piano player shows smaller rapid activation in fingers, perhaps with an underlying rhythmic frequency. So from this perspective we can learn a lot about the differences between the two professions from studying hand metabolism. On the other hand, such an approach is very limited; it would be difficult using hand metabolism to appreciate differences in pieces of music or to predict what notes the piano player is playing; similarly, it would be almost impossible to predict what sort of building the construction worker is working on. Second, there is also a problem of temporal resolution in fMRI; notes played quickly would not be tracked as fMRI only takes whole brain pictures once every 2–3 seconds, so rapid communication or change is not available and such information is lost to us using current technology. Third, while fMRI has good spatial resolution for looking at 2 mm brain volumes, tracking specific neurons is beyond our current ability, as nuanced local network communication is not observable. Fourth, looking at specific neurochemicals with fMRI is not well developed; in theory it is possible through MR spectroscopy, but such practices are not widespread and are generally confined to a small part of the brain in a given study. The limitations notwithstanding, there is still much to be gained in understanding the dynamics of broad brain networks, even as more specific and nuanced analytic technologies are being developed.

\section*{Conclusion}

This paper has laid out some of the potential benefits for the use of neuroimaging in neuroeconomic research. In the short term, the utility of neuroimaging in advancing economic theory probably does not lie in its ability to stand as a proxy for measurable consumer behaviors, at least not until neuroimaging becomes as cheap and direct as behavioral research. Furthermore, as discussed in the final section on predicting specific decisions, it is not realistic to expect current neuroimaging techniques to forecast behavior with high levels of predictive accuracy. On the other hand, considerable value has already been demonstrated in studying how the brain represents value, revealing the tension between rational evaluation and habit in dictating many of our decisions. Even for economists well versed in the power of consumer habits, new insights and hypotheses are available from emerging research, such as how motivational and regulatory influences are represented in distinct neural networks that constrain the appraisal process. Confronted with tangible evidence that motivational relevance is separately and competitively encoded in the brain, economists may experiment with models in which such motivational mindsets are determined, leading to more complete theories of human behavior. Exactly how such investigations will unfold and contribute to economic theory over the next decade is difficult to predict, but it seems likely that neuroeconomics will continue to inform and challenge the traditional limits of economic theory to more broadly account for the contextual influences guiding human behavior.
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